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I Am a Warrior Goddess
by Jennifer Adams, illustrated by Carme Lemniscates
Sounds True • On Sale: Jun 9/20 • 6 x 6 • 22 pages
9781683644187 • $12.99 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / Girls & Women • I Am a Warrior
Goddess
A young girl finds strength and courage through her connection to nature, taking
care of her mind and body, and treating others with kindness
A warrior goddess is strong, powerful, and kind. She's friends with the sun and the wind.
She takes care of her body and mind. She helps others and makes the world a better place.
In this empowering tale of a little girl with big dreams, young readers learn how each day
(...)

I Am the Jungle
A Yoga Adventure
by Melissa Hurt, illustrated by Katy Tanis
Sounds True • On Sale: Aug 11/20 • 9 x 11 • 32 pages
9781683643821 • $23.50 • CL - With dust jacket • Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play
An adventure story that helps children explore their imaginations and teaches a
series of nature and animal yoga poses
I Am the Jungle takes kids through a yoga flow of poses inspired by the natural world,
including Mountain, River, Elephant, and Python. Told through a fun adventure story, the
book offers young ones the benefits of yoga, including joy, movement, calm, and focus.
In addition to learning basic yoga poses, children will learn to identify different emotions
while practicing the (...)

The Fish Who Found the Sea
by Alan Watts, illustrated by Khoa Le
Sounds True • On Sale: May 19/20 • 9 x 11 • 32 pages
9781683642893 • $23.50 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Health & Medicine
A rediscovered treasure for a new generation: the first and only story for children
ever written by Alan Watts.
Alan Watts, beloved for bringing a childlike wonder to the spiritual journey, once wrote a
story for children. The Fish Who Found the Sea brings this delightful and wise parable to life
for a new generation. Presented with new art from award-winning illustrator Khoa Le, here is
a story as timely as it is entertaining - sharing a key message about (...)
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